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Our oceans are filled with plastic, most of it from single use 
packaging. Some of it you cannot see, it has degraded 
into microbeads, but it’s still there, entering the marine 
food chain and causing havoc. It is estimated that in the 
Pacific, between California and Hawaii, there is a swirling 
ball of plastic and plastic microbeads roughly twice the 
size of Texas. It has been dubbed the Great Pacific 
Garbage Patch. Most of it is the wonder plastic of this 
century, PET. 
PET is a marvel; durable, inert, recyclable and capable of 
being reused into a wide array of functional products, but 
if it is in the oceans it is in the wrong place. Put it back in 
the right place…in your office environment. Our 100% PET 
screens are made of fully recycled PET which has been 
remelted, turned into a spun microfilament and then 
pressed and moulded into elegant functional floor 
mounted screens. Seachange screens come in modules 
which can be joined together in straights and curves with 
plantation grown timber joiners. They provide 
non-structural acoustic and visual barriers and can be 
quickly moved to allow a quick change of office space, 
suited to today’s dynamic work environment.

Screen codes & dimensions are: 
FDPET4511GY 

450  X 1160H SEACHANGE SCREEN STRAIGHT CHARCOAL/LIGHTGREY

FDPET5011GY 

500 X  1160H SEACHANGE SCREEN STRAIGHT CHARCOAL LIGHT GREY

FDPET2011GY 206 X 206 X 1160H SEACHANGE SCREEN CURVED 

CHARCOAL OUTSIDE / LIGHT GREY INSIDE

FDPET2011CH 206 X 206 X 1160H SEACHANGE SCREEN CURVED 

LIGHT GREY OUTSIDE / CHARCOAL INSIDE

FDPETHCNT SEACHANGE H-SHAPE CONNECTOR

FDPETUCNT SEACHANGE  U-SHAPE CONNECTOR

FDPET9614CH 960 X 1400H SEACHANGE SCREEN LIGHT GREY 

OUTSIDE/ CURVED CHARCOAL INSIDE

FDPET9614GY 960 X 1400H SEACHANGE SCREEN CURVED 

CHARCOAL OUTSIDE /  LIGHT GREY INSIDE

FDPET5614CH 560 X 1400H SEACHANGE  SCREEN STRAIGHT 

CHARCOAL / LIGHT GREY

Curved Screen
Charcoal over light grey

Straight Screen
Charcoal over light grey

H Joiner

U shape end cap
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Drink bottles, billions of drink bottles, choking 
up landfill and polluting the oceans with 
microplastic shards. Well here is a sweet and 
simple application that helps you and helps 
the environment. We take PET drink bottles melt 
them down, spin them into microfilaments and 
then compress those filaments under pressure 
and heat to make rigid desktop office screens. 
They are frameless, rigid, pinnable and have 
excellent acoustic properties. They provide a 
non-structural visual and acoustic barrier. A 
range of colours available: ( Lime and Grey ex 
stock). 100% recycled and 100% recyclable.

clamps for cleanscreens 
To mount our Cleanscreens we offer compact 
desk- mounted clamps. Easy to fit and easy 
to adjust to securely hold your Cleanscreen in 
place but allow for quick and easy moving if 
you need to change your workspace layout. 
Available in white.

golf screen clamp
Fore! Sure it looks like a tiny golf club, but it’s 
unlikely to improve your game. However it is highly 
likely to improve your working space. The clamp 
mounts to the front edge of your desk to mount a 
screen to provide a noise barrier between you and 
your workmates in a shared desking set-up. It helps 
define your space and provides a pinnable 
vertical surface. Removeable/ relocatable.

Screen codes & dimensions are: 
FDPET0503LM 550w X 350h  x 9mm Cleanscreen Lime

FDPET0503CH 550w X 350h  x 9mm Cleanscreen Charcoal

FDPET0703LM 700w X 350h  x 9mm Cleanscreen Lime

FDPET0703CH 700w X 350h  x 9mm Cleanscreen Charcoal

FDPET1103LM 1100w X 350h  x 9mm Cleanscreen Lime

FDPET1103CH 1100w X 350h  x 9mm Cleanscreen Charcoal

FDPET1403LM 1400w X 350h  x 9mm Cleanscreen Lime

FDPET1403CH 1400w X 350h  x 9mm Cleanscreen Charcoal

FDPET1703LM 1700w X 350h  x 9mm Cleanscreen Lime

FDPET1703CH 1700w X 350h  x 9mm Cleanscreen Charcoal

Product Code: FDPETCLAWH

Product Code:  AWMGCLAWH


